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LIEUT. FRANK "PARNIE" KORIS '45
KILLED IN ITALIAN CAMPAIGN

Notes As Athlete, Class Treasurer

LIEUT. FRANK "PARNIE" KORIS, member of the class of 1945, was killed in action in Italy on Nov. 30, according to radio news reports of the family's...
The Maine Campus

Pvt. Murdonowski

Cadet Officer System Gives
All Soldiers Chance To Rule

By Pvt. Eric Hanson

“If I were only in his place, there would be some changes made around here,” said the lowly private as the reprimanding officer passed from sight.

And now, coming into ASTP, Pvt. Leopold Murdonowski has the opportunity to attain that desired place—if only for two weeks—under the cadet officer system.

Instead of having assigned personnel to attend to the immediate military requirements of his unit, the ASTP gives to selected soldier-students temporary rank and authority equal to that required by the task to which they are assigned. So that all men may benefit by the experience gained in leadership and responsibility, rotation occurs every two weeks.


define a white stripe on his arm and make him second in command of his squad. He can then begin schussing up hill and generally results in a fit of anyone who hasn't already

...
Now that we are all happy in the knowledge that the Pale Blue basketball team is busy preparing itself for the rapidly approaching court campaign, it might be well to say a few words regarding the opposition to be faced shortly.

Scores from state trials must have been truly interesting. Brunswick, and Colby have wrapped themselves in a blanket of silence with respect to the coming season. But simply blouses cannot be thrown to reason to conclude that there is an ace up their sleeve. You may rest assured that both these institutions are busily preparing to ambush the newcomers.

But, from the other three schools we shall meet, there has been much noise. In Boston, where resides the great Northeaster, there stands a basketball team ranked number one. It is an all-freshman quartet but Mr. McGraw is turning out the team of his life-time. We may expect the playing difficulty from that corner, a tough scrub.

The University of Connecticut Staggers have already seen action against plenty. Before Maine faces them the UConn's will already have tied eight games under their belts. The Staggers will "warm-up" for the contest by facing New York University in Madison Square Garden five nights a week. They have already taken possession of Saybrook, Brown, Duke, and Northeastern, and apparently have not sunk the game. Possibly you know that the Four-Timers, Experience is the Best.

Down at Kingston the Rhode Island Volunteers are battling a harder仗, but having a splendid year. This year, the 1936-37 edition of the Volunteers will be able to challenge past years with their famous "point suppression." They would amaze even an Einstein. In the usual difficulty from that corner, we can expect to see plenty of play. The Volunteers have already seen action against New Hampshire, Bowdoin, and Colby.

IT'S OFFICIAL!

The December issue of the "Georgetown College Journal" will be devoted entirely to pictures and articles on the special ASTP activities at Georgetown University, the University announced.

BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

The Travel Wise Stop at...

Return home with a captured Japanese sword, the husky Marine

Get Your "Coke"—Swell work, Leatherneck

whales his 654 markers, and have averaged 2.33 points per minute or 0.04 per second. When our 6-foot, 11-inch man suddenly

VF-37 th

In summing up all this we just want to remark that it is not our purpose
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